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Abstract. In this paper, we define the concept of fuzzy M-solid subpseudovarieties of a 
given M-solid pseudovariety and show that the lattice of all fuzzy M-solid subpseudo-
varieties is a complete sublattice of the lattice of all fuzzy subpseudovarieties of the same 
M-solid pseudovariety, where M is a submonoid of hypersubstitutions. Moreover, for 
submonoids M1, M2 of hypersubstitutions with M1 ⊆  M2 , we show that the lattice of all 
fuzzy M2-solid subpseudovarieties is a complete sublattice of the lattice of all fuzzy M1-
solid subpseudovarieties. 
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1. Introduction 
The notion of fuzzy set was first introduced by Zadeh [14] in 1965. The first inspiration 
application for many algebraic structures was the concept of fuzzy group introduced by 
Rosenfeld [11]. The fuzzification was applied to subclass of algebras by many authors 
(see e.g., [10,12,13]). In [6], Murali defined fuzzy subalgebras of a given algebra in 
universal algebra sense, studied its lattice and showed that the lattice of all fuzzy sub-
algebras forms complete lattice. In 2011, Pibaljommee [8] defined the concept of fuzzy 
subvarieties of a variety V in universal algebra sense and found that the lattice of all 
subvarieties of the variety can be embedded into the lattice of all fuzzy subvarieties of the 
varieties as complete lattices. In 2011, Pibaljommee [9] defined the concept of fuzzy M-
solid subvarieties in universal algebra. In 2011, Patchakhieo and Pibaljomme [7] gave a 
connection between L-fuzzy fully invariant congruence relations and varieties. Where L is 
a complete lattice. In 2013, Chada and Pibaljommee [1] defined the concept of fuzzy 
subpseudovarieties of a subpseudovariety V in universal algebra. In universal algebra 
many authors investigated structure of solid, M-solid pseudovarieties (see e.g., [2,3,4,5]) 
which play important role in computer science. It is natural to consi-der the structure of 
fuzzy M-solid subpseudovarieties. So, the purpose of this work is to define the concept of 
fuzzy M-solid subpseudovarieties of a given M-solid pseudovariety extending from the 
concept of fuzzy subpseudovarieties and show that the lattice of all  fuzzy M-solid 
subpseudovarieties of an M-solid pseudovariety is a complete sublattice of the lattice 
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of all  fuzzy subpseudovarieties of the same M-solid pseudo-variety. Moreover, for 
submonoids M1, M2 of hypersubstitutions with M1 ⊆ M2 ,we show that the lattice of 
all  fuzzy M2-solid subpseudovarieties is a complete sublattice of the lattice of all fuzzy 
M1-solid subpseudovarieties. 
 
2. Preliminaries 
Let Iiin ∈= )(τ be a type of algebras with operation symbols Iiif ∈)(  where if is an in -ary 

operation. An algebra of typeτ is an ordered pairΑ ))(,(; Ii
A

ifA ∈= , where A is a non-

empty set and Ii
A

if ∈)( is a sequence of operations on A indexed by a non-empty index set 

I such that to each in -ary operation symbol if  there is a correspondingin -ary opera-

tion
A

if on A. The set A is called the universe of Α . We often write Α  instead of 

Α ))(,(; Ii
A

ifA ∈= . We denote by Alg )(τ  the class of all algebras of typeτ and 

Algf )(τ the class of all finite algebras of typeτ .The concept of a pseudovariety was first 
introduced by Eilenberg and Schutzenberger in [4] as a class of finite algebras of the 
same typeτ closed under the formations of homomorphic images (H), subalgebras (S) 
and finite direct products (Pf). A class V of algebras of typeτ is called a variety if it is 
closed under taking of the formations (H), (S) and direct product (P), then its finite part, 
i.e., the class V fin of all finite algebras contained in V is a pseudovariety. Let K ⊆  
Alg )(τ . We denote by H(K) the class of all homomorphic images of algebras in K, by 
S(K) the class of all subalgebras of algebras in K, by P(K) the class of all direct products 
of algebras in K and by Pf(K) the class of all finite direct products of algebras in K. 
Instead of H({ Α }), S({ Α }), P({ Α }) and Pf({ Α }), we write H( Α ), S( Α ), P( Α ) 
and Pf( Α ), respectively for every algebra Α  in Alg )(τ . Clearly, Algf )(τ and the class 

of all one-element algebras )(τΤ are pseudovarieties which are called trivial  pseudo-
varieties. 

 Let { }nn xxX ,...,: 1=  be a finite set of variables, )( nXWτ  be the set of all n-ary  

terms of type τ and let )();(
1

n
n

XWXW ττ

∞

=
= U with { },...,...,: 1 nxxX = be the set of all 

terms of typeτ .  Then we denote by )(XFτ the absolutely free algebra;  =:)(XFτ  

))();(( Iiin fXW ∈

−

τ  with ).,...,(),...,(:)( 11 ii nini ttfttf →
−

An equation of typeτ is a 

pair ),( ts from )(XWτ such pairs are commonly written ts ≈ . An equation ts ≈  is an 

identity of algebraΑ , denote by ts ≈=Α | if  ΑΑ ≈ ts ,where Αs and Αt are the term 

operations induced by terms sand t  on .Α   
 Let V be a pseudovariety of type τ . We denote by )(VSub the class of all  

pseudovarieties of V. It is well-known [2] the lattice ),);(();( ∨∧= VSubVL  is a complete 
lattice, where                                                 
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I
Ii

ii WiVSubW
∈

=Ι∈∈∧ }|)({  and  

 
 
 
 

for every family }|{ Ι∈iWi  of subpseudovarieties of V . Let K  be a class of algebras of 

type τ , the class  HSPf(K)  the smallest pseudovariety containing K.  Let  A be a non-
empty  set and  )(AP be the power set of A. A mapping )()(: APAP →γ  is called a 

closure operator on  A  if for any )(, APYX ∈ , the following conditions hold: 

  1. )(XX γ⊆   (extensivity), 

  2. )()( yXYX γγ ⊆⇒⊆   (monotonicity), 

  3. )())(( XX γγγ ⊆   (idempotency). 
 
3. Fuzzy subpseudovarieties 
In this section, we present the concept of fuzzy subpseudovarieties of a pseudovariety V  
and some results which shown in [1]. 
 
Definition 3.1. [1] Let V   be a pseudovariety of type τ . A mapping ]1,0[: →Vλ is 

called fuzzy subpseudovarieties of  V   if  the following conditions hold: 
 (1.) V∈Β∀  ∈Α∀ H )(Β , )()( Β≥Α λλ , 

 (2.) V∈Β∀  ∈Α∀ S )(Β , )()( Β≥Α λλ  and 

 (3.) }1|)(inf{)(
1

niii

n

i

≤≤Α≥Α∏
=

λλ  where ⊆≤≤Α }1|{ nii  Algf )(τ . 

We denote by )(τFPV  the set of all fuzzy subpseudovarieties of V . By the definition 

above, we note that if V∈ΒΑ,  such that Α  is isomorphic to Β , then )()( Β=Α λλ . 
Since every one element algebra of type τ is contained in every pseudovariety of type τ . 
 A fuzzy subset λ of a pseudovariety V  of type τ is a function ]1,0[: →Vλ and for 

]1,0[∈t  the set })(|{ tVt ≥Α∈Α= λλ is called level subset of V . 

 Next proposition is correspondence to the definition of fuzzy subpseudovarieties. 
 
Proposition 3.1. [1] Let V be a pseudovariety of type τ , ]1,0[: →Vλ  be a fuzzy 

subset of  V . Then λ is a fuzzy subpseudovarieties of V  if and only if for all ]1,0[∈t  

the level subset φλ ≠t  is a subpseudovariety of V . 

 Let V  be a pseudovariety of type τ and )(, τνλ FPV∈ . We define the order on 

)(τFPV  by νλ ≤ (sometime written by νλ ⊆ ) which νλ ≤  mean )()( Α≤Α νλ  for 

all V∈Α . We review the notions of unions and intersections of fuzzy subset of  V . Let 

}|{ Iii ∈λ  be a family of fuzzy subsets of V . Arbitrary intersections and unions are 

I U }|)({}|)({ WWVSubWiVSubW
Ii

ii ⊆∈=Ι∈∈∨
∈
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 defined by 

 }|)(inf{:))(( Ι∈Α=Α
∈

ii
Ii

i λλI  and  

 }|)(sup{:))(( Ι∈Α=Α
∈

iii
Ii

λλU . 

Then it is easy the verify that arbitrary intersection of fuzzy subpseudovarieties of  V is 
again a fuzzy subpseudovarieties of  V . In general, the union of fuzzy subpseudovarie- 
ties of  V need not to be a fuzzy subpseudovarieties of  V (see in [1]). For a fuzzy subset 
λ  of V , we define the fuzzy subpseudovarieties generated by λ  by  

I }|)({: νλτνλ ⊆∈= FPV
F

. 

Next, we consider the lattice of all fuzzy subpseudovarieties of  V . Let }|{ Iii ∈λ  be a 

family of fuzzy subpseudovarieties of V . We define the meet ∧  and the join ∨  on 
)(τFPV  as follow: 

   i
Ii

i
Ii

λλ I
∈∈

=∧ :   and  I U }|)({: λλτλλ ⊆∈=
∈∈

∨
Ii

ii
Ii

FPV . 

Then the following theorem which is easy to verify. 
 
Theorem 3.1. [1] The lattice of all fuzzy subpseudovarieties of  V  denoted by  FPV(τ ) 

),);((: ∨∧= τFPV  forms a complete lattice which the least and the greatest elements, say 

0, 1, respectively where 0 0)( =Α ,  1 1)( =Α  for all .V∈Α  
  
4. Fuzzy M-solid subpseudovarieties 
In this section, we assume that V  is an M-solid pseudovariety of type τ and then we give 
the notion of fuzzy M-solid subpseudovarieties. First of all we start with the concept of 
hypersubstitutions. 

 A mapping )(}|{: XWIif i τσ →∈  which maps  each ni-ary operation symbol to 

an ni-ary term is called a hypersubstitution of type τ . Each hypersubstitution σ   induces 

a map
^

σ on the set of all terms which is defined by 

(1) xx =:)(
^

σ  if Xx∈  is a variable, 

(2) ])[],...,[)((:)],...,([
^

1

^

1

^

ii nini ttfttf σσσσ = for composite terms ),...,( 1 ini ttf . 

On the set )(τHyp  of all hypersubstitutions of type τ , we define a binary operation 

)()(: ττ HypHyph →o  by 21

^

21 σσσσ oo =h whereo is the usual composition of 

functions. Then together with the identity element idσ mapping each if to term 

),...,( 1 ini xxf , we obtain a monoid ).,);(( idhHyp στ o  Let ))(;( Ii
A

ifA ∈=Α be an alge-

bra of type τ and )(τσ Hyp∈ . The algebra ))(;( Ii
A

ifA ∈=Α σ is called derived algebra 
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determined by Α and .σ  For the class ⊆K  Algf )(τ and for submonoid 

)(τHypM ⊆ we define 

}.,|)({:][ KMKA
M ∈Α∈Α= σσχ  

We note that A
Mχ is a closure operator on Algf )(τ . A pseudovarity V of type τ is called 

M –solid if .][ VVA
M =χ  Now we give the notion of fuzzy M-solid subpseudovarity of a 

given M-solid pseudovariety. 
 
Definition 4.1. LetM be a submonoid of )(τHyp and letV be an M-solid pseudovariety 

of type .τ  A fuzzy subset λ of V is called a fuzzy M-solid subpseudovarity if  
 (1) λ  is a fuzzy subpseudovarity of V , 
 (2) M∈∀σ  ,V∈Α∀  ).())(( Α≥Α λσλ  

We denote by )(VFMP the set of all fuzzy M-solid subpseudovarities of .V  
 
Proposition 4.1. Let V be an M-solid pseudovariety of type ,τ  ]1,0[: →Vλ be a fuzzy 

subset of .V  Thenλ is a fuzzy M-solid subpseudovarity of V iff for all ]1,0[∈t  the level 

subset φλ ≠t  is an M-solid subpseudovarity of .V  

Proof: Assume that λ is a fuzzy M-solid subpseudovarity of V and let ].1,0[∈t  Since 

V is a pseudovariety and by Proposition 3.1, we have tλ is a subpseudovariety of .V  Let 

M∈σ and .tλ∈Α  By assumption, we have .)())(( t≥Α≥Α λσλ  Hence, .)( tλσ ∈Α  

Altogether, tλ  is an M-solid subpseudovarity of .V  

 Conversely, assume that for every ],1,0[∈t φλ ≠t  is an M –solid subpseudovarity 

of .V  SinceV is a pseudovariety and by Proposition 3.1, we haveλ is a fuzzy 

subpseudovariety of .V  Let M∈σ and .tλ∈Α  We choose )(Α= λt and by assumption, 

 we have .)( tλσ ∈Α  So ).())(( Α=≥Α λσλ t Therefore,λ is a fuzzy M-solid 

subpseudovarity of .V  
 
 The following proposition is a consequence of Proposition 4.1. 
  
Proposition 4.2. Let W be a subclass of an M-solid pseudovariety .V  Then the 

characteristic function Wλ  is a fuzzy M-solid subpseudovarity of V iff W  is an M-solid 

subpseudovarity of .V  
 
 For fuzzy subsetµ of an M-solid pseudovarity of ,V  we define the fuzzy M-solid 

subpseudovarity of V generated by µ  by  

I }.|)({: λµτλµ ⊆∈= FMPV
F
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 Let K  be subclass of M-solid pseudovarity of ,V  the class HSPf ])[( KA
Mχ is the M-

solid subpseudovarity of V  generated by .K  
 
Lemma 4.1. Let V be a pseudovariety of typeτ andλ  be a fuzzy subset of .V  Define a 
mapping ]1,0[: →Vν  by for every ,V∈Α  

∈Α∈=Α |]1,0[sup{:)( tν HSPf )}( tλ .  

Then .
F

λν =  

Proof: Let V∈Α  and let ∈Α∈=Α |]1,0[{tI  HSPf )}.( tλ  First, we prove that ν  is a 

fuzzy subpseudovarity of .V  It sufficient to prove that for all ),Im(ν∈t  tν  is an sub-

pseudovarity of .V Let )Im(ν∈t  and ,
1

n
ttn −=  ∈n  ℕ }.0{\  Let .tν∈Α  Then 

,)( t≥Αν  so ,)( nt≥Αν  for all ∈n  ℕ }0{\ . Hence, there exists Α∈ Is such that ,nts≥  

since if for all ,Α∈ Is  ,nts≤ then .sup)( ntI ≤=Α Αν  This give a contradiction. Thus, 

nts λλ ⊆ and so ∈Α HSPf ⊆)( sλ  HSPf )(
nt

λ  for all ∈n  ℕ }.0{\  Therefore, 

I
}0{\Ν∈

∈Α
n

HSPf ).(
nt

λ  Conversely, let I
}0\{Ν∈

∈Α
n

HSPf ),(
nt

λ  then Α∈ Itn  for all ∈n  

ℕ }0{\ . Then )(sup
1 Α=≤−= Α νI
n

ttn  for all ∈n  ℕ }0{\  Hence, ,)( t≥Αν i.e., 

.tν∈Α  Then I
}0{\Ν∈

=
n

tν  HSPf ),(
nt

λ which mean that tν is an subpseudovarity of V and 

by Proposition 3.1, we haveν is a fuzzy subpseudovariety of .V  Next step is to show that 

.νλ ⊆  Let .V∈Α  Since ,)( Α∈Α Iλ  we have ).()( Α≥Α λν This mean that .νλ ⊆  

Finally, we want to prove that for any fuzzy subpseudovariety δ  of V containing ,λ  we 

have .δν ⊆  it is clear that for all ],1,0[∈t  we have that HSPf )( tλ is a subpseudovariety 

of ,tδ  since for all V∈Α and tλ∈Α implies that ),()( Α≥Α≤ δλt  i.e., tδ∈Α  and so 

HSPf )( tλ  is a subpseudovariety of .tδ  Now, we prove that for every ,V∈Α  

).()( Α≤Α δν  Let V∈Α and .Α∈ It  Then ∈Α HSPf tt δλ ⊆)( implies .)( t≥Αδ  

Therefore, )(sup)( Α≤=Α Α δν I , i.e., .δν ⊆   
 
Lemma 4.2. Let V be an M-solid pseudovariety of typeτ andµ  be a fuzzy subset of .V  

Define a mapping ]1,0[: →Vλ  by for every ,V∈Α  

∈Α∈=Α |]1,0[sup{:)( tλ  HSPf ])}[( t
A
M µχ . 

Then .
F

µλ =  
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Proof: Let V∈Α  and let ∈Α∈=Α |]1,0[{tI  HSPf ])}.[( t
A
M µχ  First, we prove that λ  

is a fuzzy M-solid subpseudovarity of .V  It sufficient to prove that for all ),Im(λ∈t  tλ  

is an M-solid subpseudovarity of .V Let )Im(λ∈t  and ,
1

n
ttn −=  ∈n  ℕ }.0{\  Let 

.tλ∈Α  Then ,)( t≥Αλ  so ,)( nt≥Αλ  for all ∈n  ℕ }.0{\  Hence, there exists 

Α∈ Is such that ,nts≥  since if for all ,Α∈ Is  ,nts≤ then .sup)( ntI ≤=Α Αλ  This 

give a contradiction. Thus, 
nts µµ ⊆ and so ∈Α  HSPf ⊆])[( s

A
M µχ  HSPf ])[(

nt
A
M µχ  for 

all ∈n  ℕ }.0{\  since A
Mχ is a closure operator. Therefore, I

}0\{Ν∈

∈Α
n

HSPf ]).[(
nt

A
M µχ  

Conversely, let I
}0\{Ν∈

∈Α
n

HSPf ]),[(
nt

A
M µχ  then Α∈ Itn  for all }.0{\Ν∈n  Then 

)(sup
1 Α=≤−= Α λI
n

ttn  for all ∈n  ℕ }.0{\  Hence, ,)( t≥Αλ i.e., .tλ∈Α  Then 

I
}0{\Ν∈

=
n

tλ HSPf ]),[(
nt

A
M µχ  which mean that tλ is an M-solid subpseudovarity ofV and 

by Proposition 4.1, we haveλ is a fuzzy M-solid subpseudovariety of .V  Next step is to 

show that .λµ ⊆  Let .V∈Α  Since ,)( Α∈Α Iµ  we have ).()( Α≥Α µλ  This mean 

that .λµ ⊆ Finally, we want to prove that for any fuzzy M-solid  subpseudovariety α  of 

V containing ,µ  we have .αλ ⊆  it is clear that for all ],1,0[∈t  we have HSPf ])[( t
A
M µχ  

is an M-solid subpseudovariety of ,tα  since for al V∈Α and tµ∈Α implies that 

),()( Α≥Α≤ αµt  i.e., tα∈Α  and so HSPf ])[( t
A
M µχ  is an M-solid subpseudovariety 

of .tα  Now, we prove that for every ,V∈Α  ).()( Α≤Α αλ  Let V∈Α and .Α∈ It  Then 

∈Α  HSPf tt
A
M αµχ ⊆])[( implies that .)( t≥Αα Therefore, ),(sup)( Α≤=Α Α αλ I  

i.e., .αλ ⊆   
 
 By Theorem 3.1, we obtain the following lemma. 
 
Lemma 4.3. The lattice FMP(V) ),);((: ∨∧= VFMP of all fuzzy M-solid subpseudova-

rieties of V is a complete lattice. 
 
 As the same result in [1], we obtain that the lattice of all M-solid subpseudovarieties 
of V can be embedded into the lattice FMP(V). 
   
Lemma 4.4. Let M  be a submonoid of ),(τHyp  V be an M-solid pseudovariety of  type 

τ  and ).(}|{ VFMPJjj ⊆∈λ  Then t
Jj

j )(U
∈

λ  is closed under taking the operator ,A
Mχ  
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i.e., .)(])[( t
Jj

jt
Jj

j
A
M UU

∈∈

= λλχ  

Proof: Let ).(}|{ VFMPJjj ⊆∈λ  Since A
Mχ is a closure operator on Algf ).(τ  Then 

.)(])[( t
Jj

jt
Jj

j
A
M UU

∈∈

⊇ λλχ  For another inclusion, let t
Jj

j )(U
∈

∈Α λ and .M∈σ  We have 

.}|)(sup{))(( tJjj
Jj

j ≥∈Α=Α
∈

λλU  Since ),())(( Α≥Α jj λσλ  for all ,Jj ∈  we have  

.}|)(sup{}|))((sup{ tJjJj jj ≥∈Α≥∈Α λσλ Then t
Jj

j ≥Α
∈

))()(( σλU for all 

,M∈σ     i.e., .)(])[( t
Jj

jt
Jj

j
A
M UU

∈∈

⊆ λλχ  Therefore, .)(])[( t
Jj

jt
Jj

j
A
M UU

∈∈

= λλχ  

 
Theorem 4.1. The lattice FMP(V) ),);((: ∨∧= VFMP  of all fuzzy M-solid subpseudova-

rieties of V is a complete sublattice of FPV )(τ ),);((: ∨∧= τFPV  of all fuzzy subpseu-

dovarieties of .V  

Proof: Obviously, ).()( τFPVVFMP ⊆  Let ).(}|{ VFMPJjj ⊆∈λ  It is clear that if 

),(τλ FPVj
Jj

∈∧
∈

 then ).(VFMPj
Jj

∈∧
∈

λ  Now, we want to show  if ),(τλ FPVj
Jj

∈∨
∈

 

then ).(VFMPj
Jj

∈∨
∈

λ  Let .V∈Α  By Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.4, we obtain        

))(( Α∨
∈ j

Jj
λ ∈Α∈= |]1,0[sup{t HSPf })( t

Jj
jU

∈

λ  

         ∈Α∈= |]1,0[sup{t HSPf })( t
Jj

jM U
∈

Α λχ for all .V∈Α  

 By Lemma 4.2, we have ).(VFMPj
Jj

∈∨
∈

λ  This show that the lattice FMP(V) is a 

complete  sublattice  of  FPV ).(τ   

  
 Let V be an M-solid pseudovariety of type .τ It is natural to ask for the relation-
ship between the complete lattices FM1P(V) ),);((: 1 ∨∧= VPFM  and  FM2P(V) =:  

),);(( 2 ∨∧VPFM  when 1M and 2M are both submonoids of ),(τHyp  and 1M is a  

submonoid of .2M  

 
Theorem 4.2. For any two submonoids 1M and 2M of the monoids )(τHyp  with ⊆1M  

2M and 1M , 2M  solid pseudovariety,V the lattice FM2P(V) is a complete sublattice of 
the lattice FM1P(V). 

Proof: First, we show that ).()( 12 VPFMVPFM ⊆  Let ),(2 VPFM∈λ  2M∈σ and 

.V∈Α  We have ).())(( Α≥Α λσλ Since ,21 MM ⊆  we have )())(( Α≥Α λσλ for all 
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.1M∈σ  Hence, ).(1 VPFM∈λ  Let ).(}|{ 2 VPFMJjj ⊆∈λ  It is clear that if 

),(1 VPFMj
Jj

∈∧
∈

λ  then ).(2 VPFMj
Jj

∈∧
∈

λ  Next, we want to show that if 

),(1 VPFMj
Jj

∈∨
∈

λ  then ).(2 VPFMj
Jj

∈∨
∈

λ  By Lemma 4.4 and ⊆)(2 VPFM  

),(1 VPFM  we have  ].)[(.)(])[(
12 t

Jj
j

A
Mt

Jj
jt

Jj
j

A
M UUU

∈∈∈

== λχλλχ  Let .V∈Α  Assume 

that ).(1 VPFMj
Jj

∈∨
∈

λ  By Lemma 4.2, we have  

 ))(( Α∨
∈ j

Jj
λ ∈Α∈= |]1,0[sup{t HSPf ]})[(

1 t
Jj

j
A
M U

∈

λχ  

     ∈Α∈= |]1,0[sup{t  HSPf ]}.)[(
2 t

Jj
j

A
M U

∈

λχ  

This mean that ).(2 VPFMj
Jj

∈∨
∈

λ  Therefore, the lattice FM2P(V) is a complete 

sublattice of the lattice FM1P(V).  
 
5. Conclusion  
We have defined the notion of fuzzy M-solid subpseudovariety of a given M-solid 
pseudovariety and shown that the lattice of all fuzzy M-solid subpseudovarieties of a 
given M-solid pseudovariety is a complete sublattice of the lattice of all fuzzy subpseudo-
varieties of the M-solid pseudovariety. Moreover, for submonoids 1M , 2M  of hypersub-

stitutions with ,21 MM ⊆ we show that the lattice of all fuzzy M2-solid subpseudovarie-
ties is a complete sublattice of the lattice of all fuzzy M1-solid subpseudovarieties. It is 
known that every M-solid pseudova-rieties can be defined by a set of M-hyperidentities. 
But the connection between the lattice of all fuzzy M-solid subpseudovarieties of a given 
M-solid pseudovariety and the lattice of all fuzzy M-hyperidentities of the pseudovariety 
is still open.  
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